
 The light fixtures are two cylindrical wall mounted lamps on one switch. They can be placed at different 
levels above the floor adding balance with the varied sizes. The old, semi-finished appearance of the wood will 
fit into the scheme of the modern, industrial styled apartment. The lids have a linear design to contrast the 
circular shape of the lamps. The lines additionally bring some unity to the entire piece. The light bulb is a frost-
ed Eco-Friendly bulb that can be recycled. The piece contains all items that can continue to be reused.  

 The body of the light fixture is composed 

of two separate cylindrical containers. The con-

tainers are made from thin pieces of wood and 

used to be cheese boxes, used for shipping and 

receiving wheels of cheese. The boxes were fund 

among various antiques in the upper, unfinished 

basement of an, originally, rural house.  

 During the construction of the fixture, the 
boxes were only drilled a few times so as to keep 
the shape and durability. The lids, however, were 
altered more drastically. The slits were sawed into let light escape and the plastics inserts to glue into place for 
the purpose of even light diffusion and haze. The fixture, being hung on the wall, required only one hook per 
box and the lids of the boxes can simply be placed on the frame and there should be no concern of them fall-
ing off.  

 When the fixture is no longer wanted the untreated wood can be burned to nourish the soil and help 
the environment and ecosystem. It can also be reused for another purpose, for example, additional furniture 
creation or exposed storage. The plastic can be melted and reused for another purpose. It is a thick and strong 
acetate, so it is not limited to only indoor reuse. The decorative chain around the wire can always be reused 
because the metal used, if kept properly, will not disintegrate; the chain links can also be fixed if ever broken. 
The light bulb is a frosted Eco-Friendly bulb that can be recycled. All the materials used have sustainable quali-
ties and can be reused and repurposed, if not already doing so. 

 Any wall is sufficient for this light fixture. Being a decora-
tive fixture, there is flexibility in the placement of the lamps. The 
designer would prefer it go in either the foyer or the dining area. 
But the living room or the kitchen island wall would be sufficient.  
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